
Are you making key decisions based on outdated systems?

After just a short time, most acquisition systems become difficult to use and 
challenging to update, which renders them obsolete. Users become frustrated, 
hampered by slow decision-making and the burden of bureaucracy, despite 
technology that was supposed to help. Most of today’s technology offerings 
for these systems have not kept up with the pace of change.

Enter Appian.

Appian for Acquisitions modernizes what is often a disjointed process, 
especially within the federal government. Appian unifies and automates 
all aspects of the acquisition process and is easily configurable to any 
branch or agency’s unique requirements for contract writing, requirements 
management, award management, source selection, vendor management, 
and clause automation. With Appian, you can deliver on the promise 
of convenience and compliance all from within a single application that 
eliminates the need to hop back and forth between multiple systems.

Convenient: Frictionless. Powerful. Unified.

• Reduce training requirements with an easy-to-use interface. 

• Integrate data from various systems, removing the need to                                  
“rip and replace.”

• Automate repetitive tasks with Appian RPA and AI. 

• Speed configuration with graphical “drag-and-drop” design tools.

Appian for Federal and DoD.

Appian delivers a platform for federal and DoD acquisition that unifies  
powerful capabilities:

• Business process management: Reap the benefits of the leading  
platform for BPM.

• Dynamic processes: Handle dynamic and ad hoc contract  
management processes. 

• Complete information: Unify all information on any topic and view  
it in a single, drillable report.

• Business rules: Create and manage business rules to quickly adapt  
to evolving policies.

Modernize Government Acquisition 

Appian for acquisitions.
•  Make the right decisions based 

on data.

•  Configure applications to your 
unique requirements.

•  Easily adapt for different 
organizations and departments.

•  Automate administrative tasks 
to prioritize high-value work.

Standards compliant. 
Certified. Accredited.

Appian is certified and compliant 
with common government 
requirements:

•  FAR and DFARS compliant. 

•  PRDS and PDS data structures.

•  Certified BEA compliant.

•  DIACAP, FISMA Moderate, 
SIPRnet, GIG approved.

•  FedRAMP, HIPAA, SOC 2,  
and SOC 3.
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• Collaboration: Take advantage of the brain power of your workers  
with social collaboration that uncovers new insights.

• Agile delivery: Simplify implementation with flexible deployment  
and integrations. 

• Low-code: Use drag-and-drop, point-and-click design to launch 
applications, fast.

Focus on acquisition.

Easy to integrate.

• Acquisition package creation

• Acquisition RPA bots 

• Acquisition template management

• AI-based recommendations

• Amendment creation

• Auto-filing of documents

• Automated clause selection

• CAC/ECA SoftCert authentication

• Closeout processing

• Complex approval routing

• Complex pricing arrangements

• Contract program management

• Contract writing

• Dynamic checklists

• Electronic PKI signatures

• FAR CLIN and SLIN rules

• FAR document numbering

• Forms (standard and DoD)

• IDV ceiling tracking

• Modification creation

• Optional items and option years     

• PALT tracking

• PRDS/PDS data architecture

• Proactive alerts

• Purchase request creation

• Small business coordination

• Source selection management

• Warrant management

• Workload management

•  SAM integration 

•  FPDS-NG integration

•  DoD clause logic integration

•  GEX integration

•  PDS validation service 
integration

•  USAspending integration 

•  O365 integration

Appian is a software company that 

automates business processes. 

The Appian Platform includes 

everything you need to design, 

automate, and optimize even the 

most complex processes, from start 

to finish. The world’s most innovative 

organizations trust Appian to 

improve their workflows, unify data, 

and optimize operations—resulting in 

better growth and superior customer 

experiences. For more information, 

visit appian.com/acquisition.

Leading organizations trust Appian:

http://appian.com/acquisition

